As of the MGCYOA v1.01, Corruption can
yield one of five monster girls, resulting
in several unavailable Specialties. Adding
four new ones fills the gap, with #5
making the numbers even. Just use the
following results table instead of the
one in the PDF. New monster girl
descriptions will be posted with the
images.
New Roll 3.1 results:
1-2: Lamia
3-4: Drider
5-6: Vampire
7-8: Fallen Angel
9-10: Dryad
11-12: Constellation
13-14: Robot
15-16: Siren
17-18: Slime
19-20: Sphinxgirl
While the Constellation Girl is a similar
visual concept to the Zodie monsters I
posted yesterday, they are still mooks to
her main character, "the nameless stars
that gather around constellations."
11-12: Constellation
+1 STR or MAG
+4 MAG
+2 LCK
Empathic & Gravity Specs
Human, if not for the fact that your skin
is like a projection of the night sky, with
your guidig stars traced out. Whether you
put people on cloud nine or bring them
down they can't help but be drawn into
your orbit, and their emotions are both a
tasty banquet and oh so useful. Just
watch out for the ones who know their
mythology - they'll also know your
weaknesses.

13-14: Robot
+1 STR or MAG
+2 MAG or LCK
+2 MAG
+2 AGI
Spirit & Lightning Specs
Human, if not for the metal attachments, and the mechanisms revealed if your skin takes too much damage. You
are the ghost and the machine, and can awaken the spirits of other devices to serve you, or burn them out entirely
with your high voltage. There's nothing quite so satifying as the despairing wail of a luser who loses it all by
forgetting to save.

15-16: Siren
+3 STR or VIT
+1 AGI
+2 MAG
+1 LCK
Sound & Stone specs
Human, if not for the fish tail from the waist down. You can transform the tail into legs with your magic, but
you'll always be clumsy on land. Fortunately, you have the perfect powers to get back at anyone who makes fun
of how often you land in the dirt.

17-18: Slime
+1 VIT or LCK
+2 STR
+3 AGI
+1 MAG
Water & Beast Specs
Human, if not for being made entirely of semi-transparent jelly. You have a supreme control of liquids and can
change your shape easily, making it difficult for enemies to actually land a solid hit. Weak to Ice and Fire.

19-20: Sphinxgirl
+3 STR or VIT
+1 STR
+1 AGI
+1 MAG
+1 LCK
Stone & Reinforcement Specs
Human, if not for the wings and the lion body replacing your legs. You stand firm like a monument, reinforced by
magic and all too able to topple the works of the mighty, until lonely, level sands are all that remain. You are
weak to Water, which erodes the foundation right out from under you.

